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A new style of partnering

Hewlett Packard Enterprise and Aerospike 
are collaborating in a fresh new way to bring 
increased value to customers like you.

We know that acquiring technology is 
only the first step in achieving a business 
goal. The technology pieces need to work 
together. They need to be tested. They need 
to provide rich functionality, quickly and 
effectively, so you can concentrate on your 
business needs.

To help satisfy these needs, Aerospike is 
a member of the HPE Partner Ready for 
Technology Partner program, an  
industry-leading approach to supply 
sophisticated integrated technologies in a 
simple, confident, and efficient manner.

Aerospike has access to the right tools, 
processes, and resources to help our joint 
customers accelerate innovation and 
transformation that brings value, achieves 
business needs, and increases revenue and 
market share.

Product overviews

Aerospike Enterprise Server  
Aerospike is the only enterprise-grade 
NoSQL database that is virtually unbreakable 
under extreme scale, transaction-heavy data 
workloads.1 The patented Aerospike Hybrid 
Memory Architecture™ uniquely unlocks 
the power of modern data center hardware 
to enable enterprises of any size to develop 
and deploy internet-scale applications with 
unmatched performance and scale at a fraction  
of the cost of legacy NoSQL solutions. 
Aerospike is used to power real-time,  
AI-based, mission-critical applications at the 
edge, at the core, and in the cloud.

HPE ProLiant Gen10 rack servers
The DL family of servers are the most 
flexible, reliable, and performance-optimized 
HPE ProLiant rack servers. HPE continues 
to provide industry-leading compute 
innovations. The new HPE ProLiant Gen10 
rack portfolio, with flexible choices and 
versatile design, along with improved energy 
efficiencies, ultimately lowers TCO. Integrated 

1  aerospike.com/news/press-release/ 
first-commercially-available-open-database-
intel-optane-dc-persistent-memory/
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with a simplified, but comprehensive 
management suite and industry-leading 
support, the HPE ProLiant Gen10 rack 
portfolio delivers a more reliable, fast, 
and secure infrastructure solution, helps 
increase IT staff productivity, and accelerates 
service delivery. Also, the rack portfolio is 
performance-optimized for multiapplication 
workloads to significantly increase the speed 
of IT operations and enable IT to respond to 
business needs of any size, faster.

The HPE ProLiant Gen10 rack portfolio 
delivers:

• Up to 61% performance increase and 27% 
increase in core with the new Intel® Xeon® 
Scalable processors2

• Up to 27X faster checkpoint operations 
enabling significantly faster business 
operations3

• 82% greater memory bandwidth  
increasing application performance for 
memory-intensive applications4

Company overview

About Aerospike
Aerospike customers are at the forefront 
of innovation, overcoming seemingly 
impossible Big Data bottlenecks to compete 
and win in the moments that matter.

The leader in next-generation hyperscale 
data solutions, Aerospike gives customers an 
unfair competitive advantage at a fraction 
of the cost and complexity of traditional 
vendors.

Unlike legacy NoSQL databases, only 
Aerospike’s unique Hybrid Memory 
Architecture unlocks the full potential of 
modern hardware. Aerospike eliminates all 
the friction that holds back companies from 
delivering previously unimaginable value 
from vast amounts of data at the edge, to 
the core and in the cloud.

Enterprises using Aerospike are among the 
most innovative and bold companies in 
their industries, pioneering transformative 
digital business initiatives across the world. 
Aerospike makes it possible for customers 
to instantly fight fraud, dramatically increase 
shopping cart size, deploy unbreakable 
digital payment networks, and deliver  
one-to-one hyper-personalized experiences 
for millions of customers in the moments 
that matter. 

About Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is a global 
technology leader focused on developing 
intelligent solutions that allow customers 
to capture, analyze, and act upon data 
seamlessly from edge to cloud. HPE enables 
customers to accelerate business outcomes 
by driving new business models, creating 
new customer and employee experiences, 
and increasing operational efficiency today 
and into the future.

Learn more at
hpe.com/partners/technology

2  HPE measurements: Up to 61% performance increase of 
Intel Xeon Platinum versus previous generation  
E5-4600 v4 average gains of STREAM, LINPACK,  
SPEC CPU2006, and SPEC CPU2017 metrics on  
HPE servers comparing 4-socket Intel Xeon Platinum 
8280 to E5-4699 v4 family processors. Any difference 
in system hardware or software design or configuration 
may affect actual performance. April 2019. Up to 27% 
performance increase of Intel Xeon Platinum versus 
previous generation comparing 4-socket Intel Xeon 
Platinum 8280 (28 cores) to E5-4669 v4 (22 cores). 
Calculation 28 cores/22 cores = 1.27 = 27%. April 2019.

3  TPC-C benchmark throughput with checkpoint  
(trans/sec). Calculated time to checkpoint and restore  
a Docker container running MySQL, comparing  
HPE Persistent Memory versus SSD, November 2018.

4  Percentage compare Gen10 versus Gen9: Gen10 = 
12 channels x 2933 data rate x 8 bytes = 281 GB/s. 
Gen9 = 8 channels x 2400 x 8 bytes = 154 GB/s. 
281/154 = 1.82 or Gen10 is 82% greater bandwidth. 
Any difference in system hardware, software design, or 
configuration may affect actual performance. April 2019.
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Make the right purchase 
decision. Click here to 
chat with our presales 
specialists.
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